AbsrrwZ-The pervasive influence of the internet as long as the insatiable desire for bandwidth have led the researchers to promote massive and disruptive changes within the Internet technology. The end goal is to enable the rapid development of a wide variety of services and support them in a unified and consistent manner. As far as the customer view is concerned, means for specifying dynamically the services each customer wishes to be subscribed offered by an ISP are needed. Moreover an IP QoS signaling protocol is reqnired in order for the customer to activate added value services. We propose system architecture far dynamic service subscription based on a negotiation strategy and an approach for explicit activation of services. These models offer the customcran automated manner to specify, select, negotiate, activate and make use of added value services with specific characteristics. The novelty of the proposed approach is the reduction of the operational cost of an ISP and the time necded far a customer to request and access scrvircs.
INTRODUCTION
The simplicify of the IP protocol has led to the fact "IP over everything". However the need for deployment of value added IP services has yielded a thorough research on how to provide Quality of Service (QoS) for network applications. QoS means providing consistent predictable data delivery service, in simple terms, satisfying customer application requirements. But "best effort" can make n o guarantees about when data will deliver, or how much it can deliver. Increasing bandwidth, which is the obvious solution, is inevitable but the need for efficient protocols, providing differentiated high quality services, still remains.
The Differentiated service (DiftScrv) architecture was proposed by IETF for providing end-to-end guaranteed IP services. The DiffServ domain separates the network elements into two groups: a) the boundary routers, which mark, police, meter and classify the packets and h) the core routers, which classify the aggregated flows. The classification of the aggregated flows is performed according to the Service Level Agreement (SLA) signed between each customer and the lntemet Service Provider (ISP) that supports the DiffServ model [I] . SLA is a legal service contTact between a customer and a service provider that specifies the forwarding service a customer should receive [Z] . This contract includes levels of availability, serviceability, performance, operatioo and other attributes ofthe service.
There is still no standard method for creating a SLA although a number of research projects have tackled with that problem. Until now, the communication betwecn the customer and the ISP in order to result in a specific SLA is carried out manually.
The dynamic creation of a SLA is in simple t e m s the procedure through which a customer can electronically specify the characteristics of the service he wishes to have and the network will decide whether it can accommodate the customer or not. The interaction between ISP and customer must he done through a standard form based on the SLS-template philosophy [4] . We call this standard form "service lemplate"
[SI. The resulted dynamic SLA gives the customer the potentiality to have access to registered services. A customer may be an organization or another service provider or a residential user. The customer includes a set of sites. With the term sites we define the set of users, which are located in the same network area. Nowadays, the model for providing added value services is that lSPs need only to sign a SLA with the customer. This kind of services is called implicit services [6]. The SLA gives each customer the potentiality to access the service according to the terms of the contract. In the typical scenario where the contract has a time limit and the customer is constrained by the SLA and wishes to make use of a service, he must make an explicit service request for activation.
However, the explicit activation of services specified without signing a SLA must he done with means o f signaling and admission control mechanisms. The Resource reservation Protocol (RSVP) has been proposed as an IP QoS signaling protocol and with the enhancements supporting Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a feasible and effective solution.
We propose a signaling protocol that is based on RSVP. This paper proposes a dynamic algorithm through which both customer and ISP can result in a SLA, as it has been adopted by the TEMPO' project, an ongoing Greek research ' TEMPO: TEchnologies and applications for MultiPrOtocol Moreover, a signaling mechanism through which the customer can activate a service without the need of a SLA is defined.
The structure of this paper is the following: In the second section thc algorithm for the SLA creation is proposed. The algorithm consists o f two phascs, thc filling of the SLA form and the negotiation phase between ISP and customer. In the third section the architecture for activating added value services is illustrated according to the status of already existing networks and protocols. In the final section, a summary of the proposed architecture, as well as the conclusion are statcd.
SLA CREATION
In this section we descrihc the main functions that are performed, as well as the interfaces and the interoperability among them and the data structures that hold information needed for the SLA creation procedure. This procedure is perfonned in two phases, the service template completion phase and the negotiation one. Moreover, the network requirements and the assumptions needed to he taken into account are stated.
A. Assrorrpriolrs
There are a number of assumptions and a new terminology related to the dynamic scrvicc subscription model. Secondly, a customer may he an organization or another service providcr or a residential user. The customer includes a set of sites. With the term sites we define the set of users who are located in the same network area.
Thirdly, thc ISP has an automared system for SLS manipulation.
Fourthly, cach time a customer connccts to the ISP, he receives all thc information for the available customer idcntifications sites and users that are available to have access to. Also it supports an automated procedure through which it infonns each customer for the available services.
E . Service Template Completion
The functional model and the interactions between the different blocks for the service template completion are shown in Fig. 1 .
Primaly, for the SLA creation the Customer Repository stores the information, such as the service template, the customer identification, the subscribed user and sites and the ISP's available servers, retrieved from the ISP. The main roles ofthe Customer Repository are to manipulate the stored data and provide other blocks with means in order to rctrieve, modify and delete the stored data.
Then, this block Beds the SLS Parsing block with the predeteniiined scrvicc template and the customer information. The functionality of the SLS Parsing block is to process a11 of the abovc info and creatc a dynamic algorithm through which the customer is guided to fill the free attributes ofthe supplied service template. The dynamic algorithm, which comprises a set of rules, is crcated according to 1:hc structure of the service template.
The sct of rules specifies exactly the free fields of the service template that have to be completed mandatory or optionally and presupposes a concretc sequence of steps taken for a successful completion. Furthermore, thc Rules and Algorithm block performs the montioned scquence of steps and, in collaboration d t h the GUI block; it fills the fields for completion of thc service template. The CUI black provides the customer with a user-friendly graphical interface in order to fill the contract in an automated way and subscribe for a service of the corresponding platform ofthe ISP. The customer can specify his demands about a service in a high level logic, without having special technical knowledge. After a successful verification of the produced scrvicc template by the Rules and Algorithm block, the given values of the fillcd template are passed to the SLA Coustruet block for the final step of the SLA creation procedure.
In conclusion, the SLA Construct block USCS the supplied viilues to create a service instance, which is conformed to the template and the rules of the dynamic algorithm. The created service itistancc is the Contract, which will be negotiated with the ISP through thc Negotiation Protocol API.
C. Negotiation
The Negotiation Protocol API is a software component that accepts requirements, offers an input, negotiates with its pcer and delivers a deal or conflict deal. This protocol should allow clients and servers in dktributed objcct systems to negotiate for QoS agreements and pursue an agreement on the contcnt of a spccific service proposal. Several protocols exist that allow a client to attain from a distributed system a scrvice with specific characteristics and guaranteed performance. There is still no standard way for servicc negotiation allowing each I S P using cach awn technique.
A protocol that fulfills at least the following conditions is required: m The client can define and request a service level The ISP can accept or reject a request submitted by the customer The ISP is also able to propose an altemative service level to the one requested
The customr is capable of accepting or rejecting the ISP's offer and creating altemative requests A protocol that meets the above requirements and is appropriate for the implementation ofthe proposed architecture is COPS-SLS [7] . This is an extension of the Common Open Policy Service (COPS [8]j prutocul, which utilizes its distinctive features, in particular for the negotiation of service levels. Using COPS-SLS for the definition and the negotiation of SLAs, enables automatic and dynamic QoS provisioning. It is TCP-based and uses a clientiservet model. Thc PEP (Policy Enforcement Point) and the PDP (Policy Decision Point) entities of the protocol hold the place of the customer and the ISP respectively.
The PEP, the customer in our architecture, requests a service level sending a Request (REQ) message to the PDP, the ISP of our architecture, and the latter responds by sending a Decision (DEC) message which denotes if the submitted request is accepted or not. Altemative proposals by either the customer or the ISP atr sent including them in the same messages of the COPS-SLS protocol, REQ for the customer and DEC for the ISP.
However, the COPS-SLS protocol does not only implement the basic operations of a negotiation process hut it is also defined by such attributes that suit the specific needs of the dynamic service subscription architecture. It encompasses two phases, the configuration one, where the PEP initiates the procedure and the PDP replies by providing information which is essential for its progress, and the mainnegotiation one. Thus, in the former phase the ISP, or the PDP in the protocol's terms, can supply the information that we have defined as essential to he sent to the customer, whereas the second phase, provides us with a manageable and effective mechanism for the realization of thc negotiation procedure.
The SLSs, which are converted to XML files and are exchanged between the customer and the ISP, are sent as a ClientSI [7] object of a COPS-SLS message, either Report (RPT) or Decision (DEC).
services without the existence of a SLA.
Below we describe the operation for the activation of
SERVlCEACTlVATloN
In the following paragraphs we describe the approach of the model we propose, the technologies and protocols that we have adopted and finally the machinery of the proposed explicit service activation architecture.
A . Approach
So far many signaling protocols have been proposed for providing IP QoS. The current status indicates that the network architecture for providing added value services to customers is the combination of the IntServ model for the customer side and the DiffServ model for the network side.
The RSVP, which was introduced by the Integrated Service (IntServj model, provides the mechanism to apportion network resources according to an application QoS request and subject to bandwidth management policy. The reservation of resources for aggregated flows has been proposed in the context of DiffServlMPLS architecture as means for reducing significantly the signaling load and the state information stored at routers, while still providing the same QoS for real time
flows. An extension to RSVP the RSVP-TE [9] was recently defined to support aggregation. We adopted this approach and based on [lo] we propose a signaling protocol that uses the RSVP as a pure transport mechanism. The architecture for the explicit activation of services is highlighted in Fig. 2 .
We use the RSVP protocol for exploiting encapsulated signaling messages describing in XML format the characteristics of the requested service. The customer by using the enhanced GUI block for explicit services of the already described SLA creation functional model selects the characteristics of the service and when finishes the GUI block passes to the customer side signaling layer the XML document that describes the service's characteristics.
The manipulation of the encapsulated XML document by the ISP, describing the policy of the service is performed by admission control functions, which are out of scope of this article.
The signaling component manages the activation signaling state machine, encapsulates the service activation requests to the appropriate RSVP messages and uses the RSVP machinery to communicate with its peers. The RSVP sub-component implements enhancements to the standard RSVP, so as t o transport the signaling messages. Upon the reception of an RSVP message containing signaling information the appropriate notification is launched to the signaling suhcomponent.
B. Machinery
At the signaling zero phases all edge nodes initialize two RSW sessions, one for communication with the customer and one for communication between network edges. These sessions are active throughout the operational phase of the system. RSVP messages belonging to other sessions are ignored by the signaling protocol.
In order to overcome the lack of control in the RSVP messages on commercial routers the COPS outsourcing facilities are used. The COPS protocol regulates the treatment of the received RSVP messages but does not initiate RSVP sessions nor generates RSVP messages itself. Therefore, the COPS is used only to capture and respond to the RSVP PATH messages while the RSVP will be still the mechanism to request and receive replies from peer edges. Since the interface with the signaling sub-component must he common with both types of routers (commercial and Linux); a common RSVP part must be build. The machinery of the protocol of the service activation is bctter shown in Fig. 2 and described by the following scenario,
The RSVPmessages received in a router are handled by the PEP of the COPS protocol (white arrow). The PEP forwards the received RSVP message to the PDP (green arrow). The PDP will extract the RSVP information and pass it as an event up-call to the signaling sub-component, which in turn will appropriately notify the AC. In order to communicate with thc egress the signaling layer will trigger the RSVP protocol to scnd a new PATH message to the egress having the Router as the first hop. Upon confirmation of the request admission, the PDF will he instructed to respond with a RESV message to the originally received PATH message.
C. Novelty Of the Proposed Model
The advantages ofthe proposed model are:
1. The XML document that specifies the service chatacteristics and is propagated to the ISP provides the ISP with means for Authentication Authorization and Accounting. If the customer used only the RSVP protocol for service activation the ISP could never know at any time the identity of customers and the utilization of its network resources. 2. The enhancements and 'the protocols we have implemented were designed in order to be compliant with existing network status and IP network protocols and standards (Cisco routers, IETF standards). Our model has been tested successfully in the testbed of the Multimedia Laboratories of the Research Department of OTE. The implemented code was running in Linux PCs and we have used two Cisco routers of the 3640 series attached to the customer and ingress Linux PC and a 7200 series Cisco router attached to the egress Linux PC. We
.
have performed integration of our software subcomponents and interoperability among them and the Cisco routers. The test-bed supported MPLS and the Cisco routers communicate with the Open Short Path First (OSPF) routing protocol.
IV.
CONCLUSION
In this article, architecture for creating and activating a Service Level Agrcement is described. This architecture is defined in the particular context of nctworks supporting mechanisms for SLS manipulation. We described.an efficient and simple way for the customer to dynamically create and activatc a Service Level Agreement.
The proposed model supplies with means for enabling automated service subscription, which for ISPs reduces the operational cost and contribute:; to an integrated and fully automated service provisioning process and for customers, reduces the timc to request and access services. Finally, this architecture allows a customer to rcceive from a distributed IP network system added value services with spccific characteristics and guaranteed performance with means of signaling mechanisms.
In future work we intend to evaluate the performance of our model in cases of multiple service activation requests and analyze the results especially whcn our model fails to accommodate the customer's request.
